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Abstract:

Recently, Automated Machine Learning (AutoML) has registered increasing success with respect to tabular
data. However, the question arises whether AutoML can also be applied effectively to text classification tasks.
This work compares four AutoML tools on 13 different popular datasets, including Kaggle competitions, and
opposes human performance. The results show that the AutoML tools perform better than the machine
learning community in 4 out of 13 tasks and that two stand out.

1

INTRODUCTION

With recent progress in Automated Machine
Learning (AutoML) technologies, the question arises
whether current systems and tools can beat state-ofthe-art results achieved by human data scientists.
While a lot of work has been seen for
benchmarking structured resp. tabular datasets (He et
al., 2019; Truong et al., 2019; Zöller & Huber, 2019),
the application of AutoML for natural language
processing (NLP) tasks like text classification has not
gained that much attention yet.
This is underlined by the fact that as of now, many
popular open source AutoML libraries do not provide
any support for processing raw text input samples.
Instead, text input needs to be converted to structured
data manually, for instance as word or sentence
embeddings, before feeding them into AutoML
libraries.
Nonetheless,
many
operators,
including
enterprises, are interested in building AI-based text or
document classification solutions, e.g. in the area of
incoming daily post in form of emails or letters that
are predestined for automated tasks of precategorization. Since the realization of such solutions
usually requires deep knowledge about appropriate
text pre-processing and model building techniques,
a
b

which often are not present, the use of AutoML tools
might be a good (first) approach for many use cases.
In our work we aim to evaluate the current
performance of four popular AutoML tools on the
task of text classification for 13 common English
textual datasets and competitions. On the one hand,
we compare performance between tools and datasets.
On the other hand, we give insights about AutoML
performance in general against best known scores
achieved by human data scientists using classical
machine learning.
The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we
list related work in the field of AutoML applied for
NLP tasks. In Section 3, methodoglogy and settings
for our experiments are described. Discussion of our
results and analysis are given in Section 4, followed
by a conclusion and description of intended future
work in Section 5.

2

RELATED WORK

AutoML services optimized for NLP tasks like
Amazon Comprehend (Mishra) already exist on the
market. While these products are specialized in
solving problems of text classification or named
entity recognition, popular open source tools like
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auto-sklearn still lack those capabilities and focus on
tabular data only.

Figure 1: Schematic depiction of our approach.

However, some benchmarks have been published
comparing performance of different AutoML
approaches on multiple tasks and datasets, of which
some are also textual and which provide good first
insights about the current state-of-the-art in the
domain of AutoML (He et al., 2019).
Additionally, some individual works already
tackled the task of automated representation and
processing of text contents (Madrid et al., 2019).
While Wong et al. (2018) explored the usage of
transfer learning for AutoML text classification tasks,
Estevez-Velarde et al. (2019) experimented with
grammatical evolution strategies to extract
knowledge from Spanish texts.
Furthermore, Drori et al. (2019) combined
language embeddings created from metadata files
with AutoML tools to improve result performance.

3

METHODOLOGY OF THE
BENCHMARK

In this section we describe our approach and
experiment settings for the evaluation of AutoML
tools on text classification datasets. Figure 1
illustrates this process. In a first step, we collected
suitable datasets together with available human
performances on this task. In a second step and after
data pre-processing, we used automated machine
learning to let each tool find the best model for the
task. In a final step, we evaluated tool performances
and compared overall AutoML scores to the bestknown results achieved without usage of AutoML
(human performance).
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3.1

Datasets

We considered 13 publicly available datasets of
which three were used in past Kaggle competitions.
The datasets cover a wide range of topics including
sentiment analysis, fake news or fake posts detection
and categorization of everyday as well as scientific
texts. The language is English except for the Roman
Urdu dataset, which displays the Urdu language
written with the Roman script. The number of
samples in each dataset ranges from 804 (Math
lectures) to 1600000 (Sentiment140 dataset with 1.6
million tweets) with the average being 428295. The
length of the texts differs significantly within
individual datasets as well as across datasets: The
dataset with the greatest range between shortest and
longest text is 20_newsgroup with a minimum of 1
character and a maximum of 156224 characters. On
average, the shortest texts can be found in Real or
Not? NLP with Disaster Tweets (195 characters), the
longest texts are again located in 20_newsgroup
(156224 characters). The number of target classes
varies from two (binary classification) to 20. The
average number of classes is six.

3.2

Data Preparation

All datasets were pre-processed in such a way that
only two columns remained: text and target column.
In order to do so, we removed all other data such as
IDs or other meta data and merged different text
columns, if suitable.
As of now, most of the AutoML libraries have no
native support for raw text input processing.
Therefore, we decided to use the transformer tool
provided by Reimers and Gurevych (2019) to
represent all datasets as structured BERT embeddings
using a generic English model without any fine
tuning. In detail, every text sample was encoded as an
embedding of size 768, allowing usage and
comparability also among the tools without support
for unstructured text inputs.
Nevertheless, we are aware that the choice of a
fixed textual representation model might have great
influence on the quality of the resulting models.
Hence, more fine-grained experiments with different
embeddings or pre-processing steps remain an open
point for our future work.

3.3

AutoML Benchmark

We obtained most of our results by using AutoML
Benchmark v0.9 (Gijsbers et al., 2019). AutoML
Benchmark is an open and extensible benchmark
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framework which allows for comparing AutoML
systems in a uniform way.
Table 1: Best performing AutoML tools with and without
AutoGluon Text.

Number

Best AutoML tool

Best AutoML
tool except
AutoGluon Text

1

auto-sklearn

auto-sklearn

2

AutoGluon Text

auto-sklearn

3

AutoGluon Text

auto-sklearn

4

AutoGluon Text

auto-sklearn

5

AutoGluon Text

auto-sklearn

6

auto-sklearn

auto-sklearn

7

AutoGluon Text

auto-sklearn

8

H2O

H2O

9

AutoGluon Text,
TPOT

TPOT

10

auto-sklearn

auto-sklearn

11

AutoGluon Text

H2O

12

auto-sklearn

auto-sklearn

13

auto-sklearn

auto-sklearn

We ran the benchmarks with default settings as
defined in config.yaml in the AutoML Benchmark
project, i.e. usage of all cores, 2GiB of memory left
to the OS, amount of memory computed from os
available memory and many more. The only
parameter we set was the runtime per fold, which we
set to one hour.

3.4

AutoML Tools

For our experiments we evaluated the performance of
four AutoML tools: TPOT v0.11.5 (Olson et al.,
2016), H2O v3.30.0.4 (H2O.ai, 2017), auto-sklearn
v0.5.2 (Feurer et al., 2015) and AutoGluon Text
v0.0.14 (Erickson et al., 2020). We believe that this is
a good mix of recent and older tools that partly come
with support of deep learning technologies, too. For
AutoGluon we used the built-in text prediction
function (labelled as AutoGluon Text in this work)
that allows raw text input, for the other libraries we
pre-processed our data as described in Section 3.2.

For reasons of comparison, we partly used
AutoGluon Tabular as well. Generally, we
consciously treated all tools as black boxes and
without diving deeper into tool-specific algorithms
and approaches. Therefore, we accept that AutoGluon
Text might be at an advantage as is the only tool with
support for raw text input.

3.5

Cross-validation and Metrics

Table 3 the train-test-split configurations for each
dataset as well as the primary metric that the models
were optimized for and finally evaluated. For datasets
having less than 50000 samples, we applied 5-fold
cross validation and test size 25%, while for larger
datasets we applied a train-test-split with test size
25%. Each split was created in a stratified fashion and
using random shuffling of samples. For the crossvalidation tasks, the final evaluation score was
computed as the average over the results achieved by
each of the 5 test splits.

3.6

Hardware

The machine we ran the benchmark on was a
dedicated server we host locally. The server is
equipped with two Intel Xeon Silver 4114 CPUs
@2.20Ghz (yielding 20 cores in total), four 64GB
DIMM DDR4 Synchronous 2666MHz memory
modules and two NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti
(yielding more than 22GB VRAM in total).

4

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this chapter, we state and discuss the main results.
AutoML Leaders. The best performing AutoML
tools are depicted in Table 1. The dataset ID number
assignments are given in the data overview in Table
3. In seven out of 13 cases, AutoGluon Text performs
best among AutoML tools, once coinciding with
H2O. The second most successful tool is auto-sklearn
with five first placements. TPOT and H2O lag far
behind with one and zero wins, respectively. Note
that AutoGluon Text did not complete one task while
the others yielded results. When disregarding
AutoGluon Text, as it operates on differently preprocessed data than the other four tools, auto-sklearn
stands out with 10 out of 13 wins. H2O performs best
twice, TPOT once.
When we use the F1 score instead of the accuracy
score, results differ in such a way that AutoGluon
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Text and auto-sklearn bring in five wins each, TPOT
two and H2O one. Note that in three cases,
AutoGluon Text was not able to calculate a F1 score.
Table 2: Comparison of respective best AutoML tool with
human performance.

Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Best score
Number of
by
AutoML tools
AutoML
better or equal
(acc)

0.989
0.708
0.715
0.946
0.837
0.657
0.862
0.961
0.171
0.52
0.653 (F1)
0.768 (F1)
0.718

Best known
human
score (acc)

4
0.9663
0
0.7764
0
0.8295
0
0.9626
0
0.877
0
0.8368
0
0.9269
3
0.94410
2
0.16911
1
0.51912
0 0.71313 (F1)
0
114 (F1)
0
0.83215

Human Comparison. In 9 out of 13 cases, the
respective best AutoML tool cannot beat human
performance. In particular, all three Kaggle
competitions are won by humans. If AutoML
outperforms humans, the average number of AutoML
tools to do so is approximately 2.5.
Quantitative Analysis. Considering aforementioned
seven out of 13 cases, in which AutoGluon Text
outperforms every other AutoML tool, its
performance margin is averagely 8.7% relating to the
respective runner-up. When undertaking this
comparison on all 13 datasets, this margin is 2%. In
the four out of 13 cases in which AutoML
outperforms human performance, this margin
3

https://www.kaggle.com/vennaa/notebook-spam-textmessage-classification-with-r
4
https://paperswithcode.com/sota/text-classification-onyahoo-answers
5
https://dl.acm.org/doi/fullHtml/10.1145/3329709
6https://www.kaggle.com/alexalex02/nlp-transformersinference-optimization
7https://www.kaggle.com/menion/sentiment-analysis-withbert-87-accuracy
8https://www.researchgate.net/publication/261040860_A_
Novel_Semantic_Smoothing_Method_Based_on_High
er_Order_Paths_for_Text_Classification
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accounts for 1.4% on average. This margin shrinks to
-7.4% when considering all 13 datasets. The three
Kaggle competitions stand out as, with 15.1%, the
human advantage is considerably higher. In eight
cases, we contrasted AutoGluon Text with
AutoGluon Tabular. The Text Prediction feature
performs better seven times and we observed the
average margin to be 3.1%. Note that this margin
varied considerably from -22.7% to 23.3%. An
overview can be found in Table 2.
Discussion. It is understandable that the only
AutoML tool featuring a text classification module
(AutoGluon) wins this benchmark on the part of
automated approaches. Regarding the cases in which
AutoGluon Text outperforms the other AutoML
tools, the fact that the margin is noteworthy
emphasizes this circumstance. Thereby, the
developers show that solutions specifically tailored to
text classification indeed bring added value. On the
contrary, auto-sklearn demonstrates that generalpurpose tools do not necessarily lag too far behind.
Since auto-sklearn is the only AutoML tool that can
keep up with AutoGluon Text, one can understand
this as relative strength of auto-sklearn or further
potential of specifically tailored text classification
modules.
When conducting machine learning benchmarks,
one is confronted with the question which metrics to
use. In this experiment, we made clear that there is no
notable difference between accuracy and F1 score.
Besides, we evaluated roc-auc-score and neither
encountered major shifts concerning dominating
AutoML tools. That suggests that our benchmark is
not biased by the choice of evaluation metrics.
The fact that all three Kaggle competitions are
clearly won by humans is understandable since
apparently, these are the tasks in which contestants
put as much effort as possible. This circumstance was
already observed in the work of (Hanussek et al.,
2020) and it underlines the insight that, at this time,
9

https://www.kaggle.com/arbazkhan971/sentimentanalysis-for-beginner-93-accuracy
10
https://www.kaggle.com/kevinlwebb/cybertrollsexploration-and-ml
11
https://www.kaggle.com/sanskar27jain/kernelb49fc09b70
12https://www.kaggle.com/mohamadalhasan/fake-newsaround-syrian-war
13https://www.kaggle.com/c/quora-insincere-questionsclassification/leaderboard
14https://www.kaggle.com/c/nlp-gettingstarted/leaderboard
15
https://www.kaggle.com/c/whats-cooking/leaderboard
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AutoML cannot beat humans in situation in which
extraordinary results are required. This is again
shown by our discovery, that concerning the cases in
which AutoML outperforms humans, this
outperformance is rather little and in most of the cases
only one or two AutoML tools manage to do so
(although the average is 2.5, which is attributable to
the first task where all four AutoML tools beat human
performance).
Finally, we want to address usage of the considered
AutoML tools and AutoML benchmark. Occasionally,
bold human intervention is required in order to make
them work properly. Clearly, this is understandable as
AutoML in general is a relatively new field and the
tools are partly in early stage of development.
However, it contradicts the idea of automated machine
learning and we see great potential regarding stability,
reliability and function range.

5

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The present works contributes to the standard of
knowledge concerning AutoML performance in text
classification. Our research interests were two-fold;
comparison of performance between AutoML tools
and confrontation with human performance. The
results show that, in most cases, AutoML is not able
to outperform humans in text classification. However,
there are text classification tasks that can be solved
better or equally by AutoML tools. With automated
approaches becoming increasingly sophisticated, we
see this disparity shrink in the future.
We see great potential in future development of
specific text classification modules within AutoML
tools. Such modules would further facilitate usage of
machine learning by beginners and establishing a
baseline for advanced users.
In the future, we will focus on investigating impact
of different pre-processing techniques for texts
(including more embedding types) for conclusive
usage in AutoML tools. Evidently, there are more
AutoML tools which should be evaluated, too.
Furthermore, testing AutoML for other NLP tasks
like named entity recognition is an interesting topic
for further research. Additionally, we will analyse
performance of commercial cloud services that come
with ready-to-use text classification functionality.
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APPENDIX
Table 3: Datasets overview and statistics, CV = 5-fold cross validation.

Number
(ID)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
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Name

Source and/or Reference

https://www.kaggle.com/team-ai/spam-textSpam Text Message
message-classification
Classification
(Almeida et al., 2011)
Yahoo! Answers
https://github.com/LC-John/Yahoo-AnswersTopic Classification Topic-Classification-Dataset
Roman Urdu Data
(Mehmood et al., 2019)
Set Data Set
Amazon Reviews
https://www.kaggle.com/bittlingmayer/amazo
for Sentiment
nreviews
Analysis
Sentiment140
https://www.kaggle.com/kazanova/sentiment1
dataset with 1.6
40
million tweets
(Go et al., 2009)
https://scikit-learn.org/0.19/datasets/twenty_
20_newsgroup
newsgroups.html
https://www.kaggle.com/lakshmi25npathi/imd
IMDB Dataset of
b-dataset-of-50k-movie-reviews
50K Movie Reviews
(Maas et al., 2011)
Cyber Troll
https://zenodo.org/record/3665663
https://www.kaggle.com/extralime/mathMath Lectures
lectures
https://www.kaggle.com/mohamadalhasan/aFA-KES
fake-news-dataset-around-the-syrian-war
Quora Insincere
https://www.kaggle.com/c/quora-insincereQuestions
questions-classification
Classification
Real or Not? NLP
https://www.kaggle.com/c/nlp-gettingwith Disaster
started/data
Tweets
https://www.kaggle.com/c/whatsWhat's Cooking?
cooking/overview

CV

No. of
classes

Primary
Metric

Yes

2

acc

No

10

acc

Yes

2

acc

No

2

acc

No

2

acc

Yes

20

acc

No

2

acc

Yes

2

acc

Yes

11

acc

Yes

2

acc

No

2

acc

Yes

2

F1

Yes

20

acc

